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CONF NTIAL

Economic Pressure for Change in Eastern Europe 

Summary 

:Economic-pressure. is a major force for political
change.in,Eastern Europe. For 20 years and more the
Communist regimes have driven their economies,
keeping them under close political control and
almost entirely insulated from the world market.
.Until, about 1 .960 the.leaders still hoped to.".over-.
take : and . surpass" Western Europe, thus "demonstrating
the superiority of socialism.".. By now everyone, •
including. the leaders, realizes that Eastern Europe
is not even 'in the same league with Western Europe
The Eastern•European countries produce at higher,
cost a much inferior range of goods and services,..
apc1;in these respects they are not gaining on Western
Europe but falling behind.

.•he threat to the Eastern European regimes is
twofold. First ., the young are intolerant and
impatient of waste and shortage! .-- as of oppression
and humbug -- and they have leaders among the new
elite,- in and out of the Party. Second, the Eastern
European states . cannot capture the national feeling
of their people or secure independence in foreign
affairs without becoming competitive in world .	•
markets- With second-class economies,, they are . be-
coming more dependent on the USSR, in spite of the
yearning of the elite for more independence. The

• leaders are on the defensive in the face of these
challenges..

Note: This memorandum was produced solely by CIA.
It was prepared by the Office of Economic Research
and coordinated with the Office of Current
Intelligence.
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Economic problems pose an immediate threat only
in Czechoslovakia, where the Party in January dropped
long-time boss Antonin Novotny, chiefly for not
dealing with them effectively. As the people see
it, especially the young and the elite, it_ie,the,
fault of the Party that the edonomywhiiegtó*ing,
has deteriorated so much. When the Communists took
over in 1948, Czechoslovakia was better off than
West Germany; Now, output per capita is.ohlyaboUt
two-thirds and consumption about three-fifths of
the West German level -- aside from major differences
in quality and mix of output. In no other country
have the Communists thrown away such opportunities.

•	 In the other countries, mounting discontent
with living conditions and the fear of increased
dependence on the-USSR have less political.impact.
The economic problems of East Germany are almost
as serious . as those of Czechoslovakia: But the
division of Germany and the dominant Soviet role in
East Germany, handicaps imposed by history, have
relieved the East German Communists of much
of : the responsibility for East German economic
_problems. Rising economic pressures on Hungary
and Poland probably do not pose an immediate.
danger? for memories of 1956, though fading, are

,--still.a restraining influence on political action.
In the less developed countries, Bulgaria and 	 •
Rumania, discontent with living conditiOns is just
emerging as a political problem, and the leaders
still have time to try to make their economies
competitive, although the outlook is not encouraging.

. .fIn response to mounting criticism, all the
Eastern European regimes have adopted "economic
reforms" in the 1960's, ,beginning with the East
German announcement in mid-1963. Criticism has
focused on mistakes in economic policy and the
inefficiencies resulting from bureaucratic control.
The reforms are intended to correct these weaknesses
by giving the planning staffs the training and'tools
needed to support economic policy and by gradually
turning over economic decisions to industrial man-
agement and replacing the sanctions of plan fulfill-
ment with those of the market -- supply and demand,
profit. and loss.	 •

- 2 -
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The leaders and the . Party hieratChy,haVe,Accepted.
economic reform with major.reservationt.They.See
need for developing stronger, 'rwre- ,prOfessiOnal .%
planning and . managementu but they dittrust'edonomists
and other-eXpertS'as politically , :undependable:end --
strange'as-it.may seem -- impractiCal.or-Vitionaryi'
The reforms are therefore carefully hedged about :to
assure political . control.and . to prevent ecOnóMic
disruption.. The .planners have been given more of
a voice in . policy but still do not tarry a great
deal of weight; .. They have not persuaded . the . •
leaders to adopt a "low pressure" economic policy,
to concentrate on "qualitative changes" (in
efficiency and product mix) even at the expense
of increased output... The leaders still seem to
believe in reform and rapid growth, a policy that
overdetermines the choices open to planners and

. management . and leaves them to follow the line of
least resistance, which has generally been to
increaseoutput . as the leaders want. The industrial..
managers have acquired more authority, but mainly •
in matters that the central . bureaucracies never
succeeded in controlling -- the precise composition •
of output, wage payments, • and investment in additional
plant and equipment..

Yet differences in approach are important, not
so much differences in the reform programs as in
substantive economic policy. Economic policies
differ on such vital questions as how hard to push
the economy, how much to reduce the overstaffed
economic apparatus, what to do about incompetent
Party hacks in planning and management, how much
inflation to accept, /low fast to' . close down grossly
inefficient enterprises, and whether to' risk subr
stantial unemployment. Policy on such questions
will largely determine the effect of the present
reforms.

Czechoslovakia and Hungary present a contrast
in economic policy, even though their reform pro-
grams are much alike -- both look to eventual
reliance on "market forces" to police economic
decisions. Czechoslovakia has been less than "half-
hearted" (reformer Ota Sik's word) in support of
the first cautious steps toward reform. Insistence
on rapid increases in output, plus the dead weight

- 3 -
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ot.the old bureaucracy, has made the.reforMSy
inoperative and is likely, to lead to renewed'
economic.difficulties,.although the . retent ,'Cliatiges-
in.:the.leadership may help to avoid•critical.:,..
difficulties'. Hungary, on the other harld;-had
carefully controlled the pressure for increased.
output and has.prepared . the . way tor reform by' ,Up-
grading management and cutting back the
economic bUreaucracy by 30 to 40 percent. Thus
Hungary; moving with . all deliberate speed; may
accomplish something through economic reform.•
other . countries.have . followed the East German.model
which emphasizes the development, not of "market '-
forces" but of highly professional planning and
management:-.Reform in these countries has a dual
purpoSe: , . , on the one hand, to raise efficiency and
adapt output. to the market, and on the other, to 	 .
increase:,effective central control, The East
Germans have carried.out . this program with
characteristic energy and considerable success,
although their obsession with rapid growth is
likely to land them in trouble. The German drive
is lacking in Bulgaria, POland, and Rumania.
Bulgaria, which has not yet put its reform
program into full operation, and Poland and	 •
Rumania, which are still experimenting, probably
will not have much to show for their efforts at
economic reform -- nor are they likely to run into.•
serious economic trouble in the near future.

Under present . policies, the chronic economic
problems of Eastern Europe will persist. In some
countries they may become acute in the next two
or three years -- probably in Czechoslovakia,
unless the new leadership imposes more realistic
policies, and possibly in East Germany. The leaders
have even less room for maneuver in economic than
in political matters, and reform will add to Eastern
European frustrations and internal political
tensions. As economic pressures increase, some of
the Eastern European countries may seek closer
political relations with the West, especially with
Western Europe, as a way out of their economic •
difficulties. Only with political backing and
large-scale economic support from the West can any
Eastern European country carry out basic changes
in policies and institutions.

- 4 -
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The Symptoms of Economic Inferiority -
.	 .

1. The symptoms, of deep economic-problemS!'in,.
Eastern Europe are of two-kinds: inefficierttrtse
of resourcesandunsuitable.characteristicSofthe
output of . goods and services. Inefficiencyr,h4s.
great politicai.impact; people can see.(and:feel)..
it as , workers and consumers. Deficiencies,.in,the
quality and mix-of goods and services are'also
obvious to everyone, and equally offensive. ..These.'
deficiencies are a basic weakness of the Eastern
Europeameconomies-- a major cause of continued .
inefficiency in using resources (the wrong goods •
are fed backinto the system) as . well as a major
reason for popular dissatisfaction and the weak
position of Eastern European goods on foreign
markets. The:Eastern Europeans themselves have

	

come to admit	 indeed emphasize -- the seriousness
of these problems. They realize that the problems
are built into . plant-and : equipment, the habits of
management and workers, and the very institutions
of the command economy.

2. The inefficiency of the Eastern EurOpean •
economies relative to Western Europe appears clearly
in the low productivity of investment.. During the
postwar-period , the productivity of investment
(annual:increment of . output per unit of investment):
has been lower in the Eastern European countries
than in Western . European countries that were also •
subject to the ravages of World War II.* In the
late 1950's the productivity of investment in . •
Eastern Europe rose to the Western European level,-i
largely because of the one-time increase in
efficiency flowing from the great rise in Soviet
material deliveries to Eastern Europe, which did
away with the acute shortages of the earlier years:
But in, the 1960's the productivity of investment
has dropped to only two-thirds of the Western
European level. If data for the two countries
most affected by cyclical movements,. Czechoslovakia
and West Germany, are eliminated from, the comparison
(or adjusted to dampen the cyclical swings), this .
relationship has been quite stable since the early
1960's. That is to say, if Eastern Europe is not

•* See "Postwar Economic Growth in Eastern Europe
(A Comparison with Western Europe)," by Maurice
Ernst, New Directions in the Soviet Economy, Joint
Economic Committee of Congress, Washington, 1966.

- 5 -
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falling further behind, neither-is it 'gaining:.
And, although there is a considerable range in the
productivity of investment in both Eastern- africti
Western Europe, there is little overlap between,
the ranges for the two areas. If. CzechosloVaki-
and West Germany are left out.of:thecomparisoh.
(or the fluctuations in their data adjusted)',
investment costs in every Eastern European c-cnintry
are consistently higher than the averageforl'
Western Europe.

3. 'Inventory costs have also run-higher-in: 	 • ,Eastern Europe, more than double the Western- European
level. In Western Europe, annual increases in.	 •
inventories'average about 11/2 percent ofGNI 3 ' ( the
annual averages range from 1 to 2 percent):*' In
Eastern Europe, after.allowing for differences in-
national accounting, the average is:about.31/2.per--
cent of-GNPAvarying , from year to year between
3 and 4 percent). MoreoVer4 the.share of inven7-.
tories . in , GNP has been rising in Eastern.Europe.•
but not in Western Europe. As with the productivity
of investment, there is little overlap between the
ranges for the two areas.

4... Largely because of higher investment arid
inventory costs, economic growth has-been much' mOre
expensive. to Eastern than to Western Europe. Eastern.
Europe has achieved about the same rates of growth
as Western Europe by allocating a , smaller . share of
GNP to consumption. In Western Europe over 75:
percent ofIGNP (at market . prices) goes to consumption;
in Eastern Europe, only about 60 Percent of GNP
(valued at the same prices).

5. Eastern Europe is also less efficient in the
use of current inputs. Czech economist Ota Sik, a
leader in economic reform, recently indicated that
Czechoslovakia uses two to three times as much steel
and fuels as most Western countries use to produce
a given amount of industrial output. He made the
following comparison (tons of input per $1,000 of
industrial output):

4 From data for the European countries in OECD
(the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development), which includes all the Western
European countries except Finland, Switzerland, and
Spain as well as the United States and Canada.

6
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Steel: Fuels

Czechoslovakia 0.44 5.05
France 0.19 1.60
West Germany 0.32
Italy 0.23
Sweden 1.90
United States 0.19 2.60

Such differences may be increasing. The conversion.,
of the Eastern European economies from coal to oi17,-
the retiring of obsolete equipment (which has
finally begun in earnest), and improvements made
in the range of rolled steel products available
are examples of developments that could bring Eastern
European unit costs down toward the Western European
level. But at the same time, Western Europe has .
moved . far ahead in other respects, as in the use of •

light metals and of synthetic and plastic materials. .

Finally, the Eastern European countries have
been ihefficient in the use of labor. A comparison
of countries with about the same output per worker •

before World War II would show that, relative to
the'prewar level; labor productivity has grown less".
rapidly in Eastern than in Western Europe.* The lag'
is greatest for the more advanced countries. Labor'-
productivity in Eastern Europe now averages somewhere
between: 15 and 20 percent lower relative to the
Western European level than it was before World War
II. (It was then 5 to 10 percent below the Western
European level.) The difference increased in the
early 1960's and was reduced somewhat in 1966-67.

7. The explanation of these persistent differences
in efficiency is closely bound up with another aspect .
of inefficiency in Eastern Europe'-- the unsatisfactory
product mix. Part of the output of goods (and
services) is of substandard quality. Output of a
good many'products is greater than can be sold;
other'products could be sold in greater amounts than
are produced. The range of choice (sizes, qualities,
styles) is far narrower than in Western Europe.
Finally, the mix does not include many of the newer
products available in Western Europe -- a disadvantage
almost equally annoying to women looking for this

* The growth of labor productivity since 1950 3 how-
ever, i.e about the . same in the two areas because
recovery was slower before 2950 in Eastern Europe.

7
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year!s styles in clothes and manufacturers seeking
equipment that has long since been available to
their Western competitors.

8. The inferior mix of goods . prodU scedA.h Eastern
Europe has contributed heavily to the inefficiency of
the Eastern European economies -- to high:::.inVestment.
and inventory costs and the wasteful Useof:Jtaterials
and labor. As inferior materials and equipment
(whether of . domestio origin or from other Communist
countries) are fed back into the economy;:itbebomes.
harder to improve efficiency-- and to produce the
right goods.

•	 •	 •

9. Nevertheless, the process could perhaps con-
tinue indefinitely were it not that the inferior mix'
of goOds.and services also meets increasing consumer
resistance both at home and abroad. Inventories have-7
accuMulated-mainly for this reason. Producers are•
left-holding unusable goods that they have bought
and unsaleable goods that they have produced. At
theJsarnetime they hoard scarce high-grade commodities.
Trade. organizations likewise acquire large stocks of.•
goods,for . which there is little or no demand. •

10,. The scarcity . of desirable consumer goods and
services is shown, for example, by a leveling off of
sales of shoes and clothing in the more developed
countries, large earnings by private handicraft
workers, long waiting lists for buying automobiles	 .
and some other consumer durables, excess demand for
meat and butter as a surrogate for other goods, and
continued rationing of housing.

11. A rapid rise in savings deposits suggests
the general reluctance to buy the goods available.
Since 1955, while personal incomes have increased
by anywhere from one-half to one and one-half
times, savings deposits have increased between
ninefold and more than 25-fold. The rise in
savings also reflects the scarcity of goods in
another way. Large savings deposits are needed for
buying housing and automobiles (and in some countries
other consumer durables). These goods are so scarce,
trading organizations can require a full cash deposit
from anyone that wants to get on a waiting list.

12. The political consequences of failing to
satisfy consumer demand are evident. The older
generation in Eastern Europe is willing to put up

- 8 -
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with scarcity -- it has known worse -- but"the'
rising generation is notprepared to, aS'the.leaders
are uneasily aware.'.*-.

13.. 'Paralleling this concern . is anxiety &Mr:
export.trade. The highly industrialized'Oountries;
CzechosloVakia'and . East Germany, .have already run -
into heavy going in all their export markets. .
Their . customers . in the Communist world, On WhOm
they have depended heavily for basic materials; no
longer value East German and Czech machinery as
they once did. The less developed countries of
Eastern Europe are less and less willing to exchange
agricultural and industrial materials for Czech and
East German machinery. The price of increasing
trade with them is to reduce net exports of machinery
to them, by delivering less machinery or accepting
more,. or both. The USSR is obliged to continue its
deliveries of materials in order to Support the
Communist' regimes in, these two countries. But the
USSR is nevertheless insistent that Czechoslovakia
and East Germany take more Soviet machinery in
order to get Soviet materials and is becoming . •
increasingly choosy about what goods it will accept' •
in return, especially in the case of machinery-. -
The Soviet government is also insisting on price
changes in its favor .; it is no longer willing to
Pay Western European prices for inferior Eastern
European manufactures.-

14. The poor quality and mix of Czech and East
German manufactures is an even more serious handicap
in trade with Western Europe and generally with the
Free World. The market for highly processed Czech
and East Getman. manufactures'is not large.. Most of
them can be sold only at prices well below those
brought by similar . Western European goods. Czech
estimates indicate that the average unit prices of
exports to the West declined by more than one-third
from 1948 to 1953 and by at least one-fifth from
1953 to the present -- while prices on Western
markets were rising. At present, exports from both
Czechoslovakia and East Germany to the European
Common Market bring on the average only about one-
half the price paid for similar Western goods from
outside the Common Market.

15. By accepting these unfavorable prices,
Czechoslovakia and East Germany have been able in
the 1960's to raise the share of highly processed

- 9 -
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manufactures in their, exports to developed. Westert
countries. Yet it is still relatively.low:cTheiri:
chief export, machinery and equipmenti.representing
more than one-half their total exports to Communist
countries, amounts to less • than one-fifthoftheir
exporte . to . developed'Western countries.
there_are.:signs that	 rare. '
likely tOincrease more slOwly from now,on,.partllc
as a result . of more intente.competition-on.Western:
markets... Deliveries in 1967. rose very' little.

• .	 ..	 .

16. 1 ...The Other Eastern European countries have ..-
better prospects in the short run than Czechoslovakia
and,East•Germany, but they face the same problems::.
in the „longer:run. As yet the Soviet government •
does. not-have such strong economic reasons to bring' •
press,ure . to,bear on them-- although-there may.be'
pressure,;forpolitical reasons, as Rumania-has-
complained . -7,because the . weight of highly pro-.
cessed manufactures is, lower in their exportsto-:,
the.qqHsand, higher in their imports than in.the

, case of Czechoslovakia and East Germany. They .40
not face great.. 	 to the expansion of "their.
machinery deliveries, for they buy large amounts.
of Soviet.machinery. But they too must reckon.
with the more: competitive market -that is developing•
in the Communist world.

• •

17. In trading with the West, Hungary and,.7..% -
Poland still have some advantage and Bulgaria
and Humania a great advantage in :that their •
exportable surpluses of basic materials are still.
growing,' if 	 rapidly. • Most agricultural and"
industrial materials find a market, and 'these'
countries are more concerned with general market.
conditions„which have hurt sales and*prices
for example, for Polish coal . -- and with restric-„.
tions on.' trade than with their ability to compete. 7

All four of these countries are looking ahead,
however,: to the time when • problems.of both supply.
and demand will cut into their basic materials
exports.- They are alreadTtrying to get a foothold
for their highlyprocessed manufactures, including
machinery,. in Western markets.

.	 .
18. For all the Eastern European countries the

stakes are high. To compete in the increasingly
integrated market in Western Europe is a necessity
for any Eastern European regime that proposes to . .
maintain or increase its bargaining power with'
Moscow -- and its political independence.

CONF,TIAL
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Criticism and Reforms 

19. In trying to deal with inefficiency and the
poor quality and mix of output, the Eastern _European
regimes are drawing on a body of critical opinion
that has developed out of endless debates over plans
and policies and from analysis by economists.
Debates on plans and policy take place behind closed
doors, coming into the open only when the disagree-
ments are deep and become widely known within the
apparat, as has happened in Czechoslovakia, East
Germany, and Poland. Commentary and analysis by
economists have been published since the mid-1950's,
mainly in Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland. These
two lines of criticism played an important part in
the abortive economic reforms of Poland in 1956-57
and Czechoslovakia in 1958-60 and have again become
influential in the 1960's.

20: The reforms of the 1960's began with Walter
Ulbricht's announcement of the East German "New
Economic System of Planning and Management" in June
1963. The "New Economic System" was designed for
Ulbricht by Erich Apel, with very little public •
discussion. The next reform program, the "New
Economic Model" of Czechoslovakia, was adopted most
reluctantly by Party boss Antonin Novotny in January
1965, after wide public debate lasting more than a
year. In both cases, however, the criticism of high
officials and economists acquired great force because
the leaders had made bad errors of judgment, over the

• objections of their economic advisers. The difference
in approach between Ulbricht and Novotny reflects the
difference between a shrewd opportunistic politician
and an inflexible and weary one.

21. In the other countries, as well, criticism
has been a major factor in getting the regimes to
adopt reforms. To be sure, the decision of the
Polish leadership to adopt a program of its own in
mid-1965 was influenced by the favorable attitude of
the new Soviet leadership. (The full-scale Soviet
program, based on Khrushchev's experiments, was
approved in September 1965.) Without doubt the
Soviet example likewise helped to persuade Bulgaria
to adopt a general economic reform of its own in
1966.. But in these countries, and even more
decisively in Hungary and Rumania, which followed
suit in 1966 and 1967, respectively, the leaders
were mainly reacting to the mounting volume of sharp
criticism from key officials and experts supported
by arguments from the other Eastern European countries.

- 11 -
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. 22. The first general feature of the zefOrMS -
which has received relatively little attention
is the 'effort to convert the economic planning . ta'ff's
from bureaucracies mainly concerned 'with allotat•Ont'
and prioritiesinto economic advisory stafftCapable,
of giving continuous guidance On policy.
leaders and the .Party hierarchy, althoUgh.jealous'-.
of their prerogatives in setting "policy.., haNie::'-.
acknowledged the need for a much higher
professional competence :'and 'for developing Modern
information systems to serve policy -- as well as
operating --needs. A -substantial investment' is
being:made in training economists in Western
analytical techniques, in 'standardizing statistical
systems, and.in building up a computer-network-
Besides-emphasizing better day-to-day.control'over
the economy, the programs call for better forecasting
techniques and for experiments with systems analysis
and Operations research.

.	 .
23. The,sebOhd main feature of the reforms is .

the attempt ...to develop responsible industrial man-.
agement;.WbiCh Can Make its own decisions on what
to procluce::and how to produce it. Management 	 . .
resp*iSibilities are concentrated in superenterprises . .
calleaSsoCiations," "trusts," "industrial centers,"
and„the'aike. These are large enough to permit some.,
economies of scale. Their average employment runs
frOm . More than 20,000 people in Bulgaria, East
GerMany,. and Poland to 30,000 in Czechoslovakia.*
At the Same time the superenterprises are few
enciugh to be overseen from the capital (Poland, with
150 Superenterprises in industry alone, has the
largest number). They are nevertheless small and
numerous, enough not to have much chance of influencing
policy. Only Hungary has . omitted this feature in its
economic reforms. The Hungarian reform is . based on
a rather-extensive consolidation of enterprises,
but only a couple of superenterprises have been
established..

24. The superenterprises are intended to operate .
in a "businesslike" fashion somewhat like subsidiaries
of large Western corporations, with ample authority
over day-to-day decisions, direction of applied
research, access to foreign customers, opportunity
to invest on a substantial scale on their own

4 Rumania's industrial centers have not yet been
set up.

- 12 -
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account (from retained profits and bank credits)-,',
and some control over prices (mainly of high-grade
clothing and other "luxuries"). The obligatory
quotas are to be relatively few and general-, 'for'
the most part not interfering with the judgment of
management on exactly what to produce. In Hungary,
management can lay off workers, subject to review
by the labor union. In return for added responsibility,
management is being offered substantial incentives for
getting results. Hungary, which has gone the furthest,
offers a bonus to the manager of up to 80 percent of
the basic salary when profits are large but threatens
to take away up to 25 percent of the basic salary if
the enterprise shows a loss.

25. In agreeing to these reforms, the leaders
have left in the hands of the central bureaucracies
practically all of their effective control over the
economy, giving up only authority over matters that
they have never really controlled -- chiefly the
detailed mix of output, the scheduling of production,
and the like. Among other things, the central
bureaucracies still appoint managers, impose legally
binding quotas for aggregate output and exports and
for the production of key products, establish prices
(or price limits) for all essential products, ration
scarce commodities, allocate foreign exchange, con-
trol the volume of bank credit, and restrict man-
agement in hiring and firing.

AqreOVAr,:*the Aeadert . haVe get*rallivbseniYt:
!reco§nize that thS' . ellUdtilvell%e-socifr

econoMko reform depends heavily ; On theit •ViatkirtneSs-
to follow thibugfi with miajor-retorksih 'ihenacbmic
bureaUbracy:ant the role of the :Pa2ty .lah& JOithlbaakc.
chaps i ecOnoviC-policy: In shOtt .,' ..they adcept
eVen modeat reformt with 'grave reservations, which
appear when vested interests and established policy
are involved..

Rf9xm in Action .

iiubiic speeches and politiCal itpOttih'v
gllie Some 'ide'a of the'political attitUdee aff*cting,
economic teform	 the'characteristic'actiViet. approach
 the East Germans, the halfheartedness (to tse

Otatj.k e 'word) oi the leadership in.Ctethbdabvakia,
the	 of the HunOiien , re;gilmai
and the playing down of reform ilVthe Othet:, 
CO4n*ieS.	 evidence 'Maggests that'%nly the.1

- 13 -
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Hungarian and East German reforms may be expectedto
accomplish much -- . in their'quite different ways.
This impression is partly borne out by oomparingwhat
the regimes have done to disturb. the status vio.,
to reduce the, economic bureaucracy, replace„,
unqualified executives, close down enterprises.
and tolerate a rise in unemployment.. •

28.. HUngary'is the only .country . that has .sub-
. stantially cut down the economic bureaucracy. In.
preparation for .the economic reforms of 1968,.
Hungary reduced employment in the economic ministries
by 30 to 40 percent and abolished the subordinate
staffs between the ministries and enterprises. : The-.
other countries (except Poland) have been reducing
employment in central administration, but only
slightly,.and the reductions have been more than
offset by staffing the superenterprises and by
strengthening local administration. Poland has
increased central administration besides.beefing
up ;the4uperenterprises. Thus reform Would , seem
to involve.little reduction in "petty tutelage"
except_in Hungary. To reduce the central bureaucracy
is One Of the main problems facing • the, new leader- .
ship . in Czechoslovakia.

29. The East Germans stand out for the promotion
of young, trained executives to take major respon-
sibilities. When in 1964 the "industrial associations"
(originally set up in 1958) were given a major role
to play as superenterprises, new managers were
appointed in well over one-half of the 89 associations;
in heavy industry, about two-thirds of the number.
As a result of these changes, the average age of
the managers dropped to about 45 years. About one-
third had university degrees and nearly one-half
had some advanced training, mostly in engineering
and economics. On the average, they had more than
10 years' experience in their special fields.
Finally, and perhaps most interesting in the closed
society of East Germany, there were only two prewar.
Communists in the group and only eight identified
as having joined the Party before 1950. On the
other hand, the group included at least 12 former
Nazis, of whom two had been members before 1940.

30. Nothing like this wholesale appointment of
"new" men has taken place elsewhere in Eastern
Europe. The Hungarian regime has been gradually
replacing managers, often even with non-Party men.

- 14 -
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The others have not claimed significant ,results.
One,of,the . main complaints of the reformers in-
Czechoslovakia is the incredibly low , level of
competence in management.
over, loyal Party men were. given most of. 	 man-.
agement . jobs, pretty much without reference. to
qualifications.. Even ...nowvnearly:one-half have
not completed secondary'school and one-third have
Only a primary.school education. Theedudational
qualifications of managers are even lower than in
Poland . -- another problem facing the . new leadership.

31. Readiness to close down inefficient enter-
prises is most evident in Czechoslovakia and pre-
dates economic reform. In a program drafted in
1963-64, Czechoslovakia proposed to close down
high-cost mines and many small manufacturing
enterprises. A substantial part of this program
has . already,beencarried out. Coal and iron mines
employing some 30,000 people stopped production in
1964-65, and blast furnaces associated with some of
the iron mines also closed down. About 1,300 small
manufacturing enterprises, chiefly in light industry
and :engineering, went out of business in 1964-65,
throwing 33,000 workers out of their jobs. Most
of sthe .. displaced workers found jobs quickly in the
same line of work or in expanding industries; some
went into agriculture. . In East Germany the policy
has been rather to merge inefficient enterprises
with. stronger. ones or to convert them to new lines
of production, and there has probably been little
unemployment. In neither Czechoslovakia nor East
Germany is the regime likely to close down large
enterprises, however unprofitable they may be,
although Czechoslovakia has reduced employment.in
some of the big coal mines. The Hungarian regime
is cautious in its public statements, indicating
only that unprofitable enterprises will eventually.
have to go out of business. Hungary likewise is
not likely to put large enterprises out of business,

O .although the government -- or the banks -- may force .
changes in management and in output. Rumania is
planning to close down some of the least efficient
oilfields when jobs are found for the employees.
Bulgaria and Poland have no immediate intention of
closing down enterprises, so far as is known.

O	 32. Both Hungary and Poland seem to envisage the
possibility of substantial unemployment, as indicated
by plans to send workers to East Germany, where the
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shortage of labor is most acute. IncreasingntiMbeit.
of Polish workers . have'been observed . in East-:Geintari:
industria .j. t:litrp.t .j::e...and Hungary and East'G6iirti*-•
reportedly have agreed on the shift of 100,0.00-
Hungarian workers, beginning with 20,000 in'19684
It is indicative of a new attitude that there4i6O
are willing to forego the services of considerable'
numbers of workers, especially in the case of
Hungary, which does not have large labor reserves.'
Both countries are actually proposing to out' back
the rate of economic growth (from the 1956-65
average), and in both cases' it is clear that the
decisive . reason is not the lack of labor but
rather the desire to shift from "extensive" to
"intensive" growth.

33. The final, acid test of reform is whether
the leaders are prepared to reduce-the pressure for
expanding output, as their economic advisers
recommend. As yet no leader has been willing to
go far in that direction. All . are . intent on
increasing output from year to year about as fast
as they think they can. As the leaders see it,
this question is quite distinct from economic reform.
From the point of view of Eastern European economists
on the other hand, and of many planners and managers,
the two questions are closely reated. For them, .
economic reform --, in its "first stage" -- is a
legal and administrative framework for carrying out
a "low pressure" economic policy, in which to make
"qualitative" changes (in efficiency and product
mix). even at the expense of increased output. Some
policy-level officials have been won over to this
argument, but it has not been generally accepted
as policy.

34. The leaders clearly want reform and growth,
thus overdetermining the choices open to planners
and management and leaving them to follow the line
of least resistance, which has generally been to
increase output as desired. Within this general
pattern, however, there are differences from
country to country that may prove important
politically and economically. These are con-
sidered in the following section.
Policies on Economic Growth 

35. The continued pressure by the leadership
for economic growth is well indicated by the 5-year
plans for total output (net material product) for
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1966-70. Differences in pressure are also indicated.
When the revised plans for annual rates of growth •in -
this period are compared with average rates of.growth
in 1956-65 (as shown in the table), it appears that .
one country, Czechoslovakia, is planning on a .higher.
annual rate in 1966-70; that two, Hungary and Poland,
are expecting lower , rates than in 1956-65; and that
Bulgaria, East Germany, and Rumania are projecting
about the same rate that they achieved in the previous
period. The new Party leadership in Czechoslovakia
may cut back existing plans -- it is still too early
to say.

Eastern Europe: Average Annual Rates of Growth
of National Income a/

1956-65 and Planned 066-70

Percent

Actual
1956-65 Planned 1966-70
(Official

Statistics) Original Revised

Bulgaria 8.2 8 to 8.4 8.4

Czechoslovakia 4.5 3.5 to 3.9 5.5 to 5.7

East Germany 5.4 4.4 5.1 to 5.7

Hungary 5.2 4 4

Poland 6.4 5.4 5.7

Rumania 8.0 7.0 8.0

a. National income, Communist concept, excludes
value added in "nonproductive" services (the
services of government and many . professional and
personal services).

36. The comparison is indicative because all the
countries have reason to expect a declining rate of
industrial growth. All suffered through the mid-
1950's from a shortage of materials and thereafter
obtained a one-time gain from the enormous increase
in Soviet deliveries that followed. All now face
increasing difficulty in meeting the demands of
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customers*:7Tobe sure, there are. offgettingo •

developments	 in:particular;-redentiitortAidiftent
in 'the-performanceof.agriculturertheateltibiftän
in theA:960!-s. tof substantial amount
plant and equipment; indotechnical . imprtWemeht g =lah-
planning , that should•,dampen.the
movements of 1956-65: 	 F•fac!

•	 :•	 2 ,
:37. s Aioneoof.these factors•applies'equallS, tc)

all Eastern_European countries Olibalantiethe
negative factors count most heavily against' the
advanced countries; the positive factors, most
heavily in favor of the backward countries. Thus
Czechoslovakia and East Germany have the least
reason to expect continued growth at the 1956-65 -
rate; Bulgaria and Rumania, the most reason.
Accordingly, it would appearthat . while all the
countries are indeed pressing to increase output
about as fast as possible, Czechoslovakia_and_ . _ .
perhaps East Germany are projecting increases that
cannot be obtained at any price.

38.- ' These judgments seem to correspond with
those of the . planners.themselves,.as suggested by
a comparison of the earliest versions of the plans
proposed in 1964-65 with the "final" versions
adopted in 1966 or early 1967. Czechoslovakia has
raised its. goal for the annual growth of national •
income several times, from the first goal . of 3.5
to 3.9 percent (somewhat below the actual level of
1956-65) to the last one, adopted in late 1967, of
5.5 to 5.7 percent (higher than in 1956-65). The
East German targets have also been raised signifi-
cantly. Bulgaria, Hungary, and Poland, on the
other hand, have made no significant change. Rumania
has raised its, sights, but chiefly on the basis of
improved expectations in agriculture that are more
or less justified on the basis of recent experience.
The comparisons are shown in the table.

39. A considerable body of evidence on the
development of these plans corroborates these
indications of differences in policy from country
to country. Conflicts over plans have occurred in
all countries, as was to be expected. But these
have been prolonged and intense only in Czechoslovakia.
The disputes in East Germany were also bitter but
apparently were resolved -- after the suicide of
chief planner Erich Apel in December 1965 -- by
splitting the difference between the planners and

- 18 -
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the politicians. In all the other countries .the
evidence suggests that the final pans, represent•
estimates that the planners believed feasible, even-,
if not advisable.

Economic Pressure and Political Change 

40. In conclusion, the Eastern European regimes
have even less room for maneuver in economic-than.....
in political matters. Their stability depends on .
getting along with the USSR, on not repudiating the
record of the last 20 years, and on not sacrificing'
the vested interests of the Party and the state:.
bureauCracy. The economic reform movements, there-
fore, are likely to add to rather than reduce Eastern
European frustrations and thus create additional
problems for the leaders. Major changes in economic
policies and institutions probably must await basic •

political changes, in which shifts in the inter-
national environment are likely to be the decisive
factor. Major changes almost certainly involve
much closer political relations with Western Europe,
for the sake of political security . and economic
support. Large-scale economic support is essential
to help the Eastern European countries to reintegrate
into the world market. With their small, inefficient
economies, they could benefit greatly, but the costs
of making their economies competitive would be
enormous and would have to be underwritten by Western
governments and businesses.

41. Many Eastern Europeans would like to find a
way of tapping Western skills and technology on a
much greater scale than at present. About one-half
of the $4.5 billion worth of machinery and equipment
imported from the West in the 1960's has been bought
on credit. Net drawings on Western credit through
1967 amounted to nearly $1.5 billion, a significant
addition to domestic resources, especially for
Bulgaria and Rumania, which have borrowed the most.
But the outstanding credits, which . run from one to
two years up to eight years -- occasionally even
longer -- must be repaid, the greater part by 1970.
Future drawings will barely exceed repayments, for
most of the leaders are unwilling to go much further
into debt. Thus borrowing from the West will not
provide an important source of new financing from
now on.
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42. A great deal of effort has gone into
moting cooperative arrangements of various kindS''"::*.
("joint ventures") with Western businessmen
marketing Eastern European products in the -We'st.
These deals, which sometimes involve technical
assistance, provide useful training for-EAStern
Europeans. But they affect a negligible share of
Eastern European exports to the West, anciare 'not
likely to furnish a significant amount of Capital
to Eastern Europe.

43. Probably the only way in which Eastern
Europe can get access to Western Capital on a large
scaleis'through the growth of much closer political
relatiCns, accompanied by the adoption of business-..
like economic policies. Yugoslavia, which has gone 	 .
much further in these respects than any of the Eastern
European countries is likely to go in the near'
future,.has'obtained substantial backing . from' the'.
Export-Import Bank and some from the World Bank, but -
even Yugoslavia has not solved the problem of
accommc-dating Western risk capital. The Eastern
European countries have a long way to go before they
have a' :chance of solving the problem, but it is one
of:.the-conditions of their becoming. competitive,
independent countries with stable governments.
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